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Inspiration:
I wanted to understand the thought process and execution behind creating shots in the 
professional industry. I chose to zone in specifically on camera movement, because it plays a 
critical role in the composition of a shot, and if done properly, it can help the overall quality 
of a film immensely. 



My Idea:

To better understand the skill, I tried 
to recreate the movement from iconic 
shots that demonstrate professional 
camera movement. This meant 
outsourcing the equipment, learning 
how to use it, and putting it to the 
test. 

I wanted to see how close I could get 
to the film industry standard if I really 
emphasized this one skill. 



Planning
I chose to recreate the camera movement in shots from three different films/shows.



Pre-production
Understanding camera movement took extensive research. 

After researching was able to understand the different kinds of equipment used and its 
applications, different types of movements, and why they are effective.



What Did I learn

The Basics:

-There are six possible ways to move a camera

-Three axis of rotation (pan tilt or roll)

-Three axis of translation (push track or boom)

-Any camera movement in 3d space is ultimately some 
combination of these six degrees of freedom



Equipment and Movement
There is a shocking variety of equipment and shots that can be used. 

I will only go over the ones that I used in this project.



First Scene - Stranger Things

Original:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzXLJNPDukA

My Remake:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uRiz33a1NCv7ZQCztmwxOB5dTBVtQrUK/view?usp=sharin
g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzXLJNPDukA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uRiz33a1NCv7ZQCztmwxOB5dTBVtQrUK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uRiz33a1NCv7ZQCztmwxOB5dTBVtQrUK/view?usp=sharing


Behind the scenes
-I used a monopod to create a 90 degree roll

-Took the same shot flipped and in reverse to 
recreate the movement

-Used a bit of VFX to sell the effect

-The Duffer Brothers used a special mount to create 
the motion, it allowed the camera to dolly out while 
rotating 

-Using this movement helps the audience feel 
shocked as they see the juxtaposition between the 
two realities 

-It wouldn't have been as memorable without the 
effort that went into movement



Second Scene - Inglourious Basterds

Original:

https://youtu.be/K0dAqhxfvlg?t=618

My Remake:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1268P8AaTDh16WbXF55ER7LAK8ZwSAh9S/view?usp=s
haring

https://youtu.be/K0dAqhxfvlg?t=618
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1268P8AaTDh16WbXF55ER7LAK8ZwSAh9S/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1268P8AaTDh16WbXF55ER7LAK8ZwSAh9S/view?usp=sharing


Behind the scenes

-I used a jib to recreate the shot

-Jib creates a boom (vertical, up/down) motion and 
works like a see-saw

-Moves in the real world and is different from 
keyframing position (maintains perspective)

-The boom movement can be used to reveal 
information, capture a surrounding scene, or follow a 
character 

-Inglourious Basterds uses the boom to convey 
suspense and immerse the audience in the secrecy and 
intensity of the situation



Third Scene - Moonrise Kingdom

Original:

https://youtu.be/IiyBo-qLDeM?t=1189

My Remake:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uBCiwW1dQdKydmxfJ4_M_Pyv68SVhnjw/view?usp=sha
ring

https://youtu.be/IiyBo-qLDeM?t=1189
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uBCiwW1dQdKydmxfJ4_M_Pyv68SVhnjw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uBCiwW1dQdKydmxfJ4_M_Pyv68SVhnjw/view?usp=sharing


Behind the scenes

-I originally tried to use a dolly to create a 
trucking shot

-Dolly worked well inside but not outside 
(shots were terrible)

-I ended up using a car to replicate the 
movement of a dolly

-Trucking shots can establish a character and 
world of a film in storybook fashion 



Takeaways

-There is a lot of preparation is involved

-There is TONS of equipment with very specific uses

-Sometimes unforeseen circumstances can ruin the outcome of a shot

-You need to familiarize yourself thoroughly with your equipment



Why is it important? Aside from looking 
cool.

-Why spend money and time (both valuable in the industry) on camera movement?

-Our responsibility as filmmakers is to immerse the audience in our world

-Camera movement helps translate emotions and feelings

-It is in human nature to move, camera movement replicates human motions and allows the 
audience to participate in the action

-It can make our storytelling much more effective and gives us control over our creative 
atmosphere



Fin.

Thank you so much for listening along. I encourage all of us to further explore camera 
movement as we enter our senior year. The implications of this skill are night and day.


